Wallace, Humphrey Supporters Gather at Rally for Candidates

BY MICHAEL L. LOTTMAN

The 1968 presidential campaign was so crowded with Democratic candidates that some, like George C. Wallace, took a backseat. The Alabama governor was a third-party candidate, though he did manage to win a few states, notably Louisiana. But in the end, Wallace was not the only one who lost. The two major candidates, Hubert H. Humphrey and Richard M. Nixon, emerged victorious.

Wallace, who had been a member of the Democratic Party, left in 1964 to form his own party, the American Independent Party. He ran for president again in 1968, this time as the nominee of the American Independent Party. He was criticized for his segregationist policies and his support for the Ku Klux Klan.

The 1968 campaign was marked by social and political unrest, including the assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy. The Black Power movement was gaining momentum, and the Vietnam War was a major issue. The campaign was marked by protests and violence, and the candidates were often criticized for their lack of support for civil rights.

In the end, Nixon won the election, but the campaign left a lasting impact on American politics.
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Vote Drive By
Grenada Group

BY JOSEPH D. DELAHAY JR.

In Mississippi, the Grenada group is making a serious effort to register voters. The group is led by civil rights leader James Meredith, who is also a member of the student movement.

The group is working in several counties, including Grenada, a historically black community. They are registering voters, particularly young African-Americans.

The group is facing opposition from local white supremacists, who are trying to disrupt their registration drives.

The group is also facing financial difficulties, as they have had trouble raising funds.

In Mississippi, the fight for voting rights continues.

Hanging Corpse Found in Abandoned School

BY JOHN SINGLETON

PRICHARD, Ala. - Around 10 a.m. last Saturday, a little girl in Greenbrier Community Terrace ran to her parents, crying. "It's hanging from the ceiling," she said.

But when her parents opened the door to the abandoned school building, they were surprised to see a body hanging from a electrical cord.

The body was identified as a school teacher, who had been found hanging from a electrical cord.

The investigation is ongoing, and the police are working to determine the cause of death.
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Lipizzans Perform in Montgomery

The White Stallions
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The White Stallions

Montgomery, Ala. -- For three days earlier this month, Montgomeryans were entertained by the famous Lipizzan performances of the Spanish Riding School of Vienna.

The great white horses performed spectacular leaps and intricate routines for audiences in Garrett Coliseum. The shows were sponsored by the Dixie Lions Club, to raise money for sight conservation.

The Lipizzans are a special breed of horse, known for their high-stepping gait and their white coloring. Actually, the Lipizzans are born dark brown or almost black, and they don't turn white until they are at least four years old.

It takes three to four years of training for the horses to learn their fantastic routines from changing gaits and speeds, to difficult feats like making eight jumps off the hind legs without the forelegs touching the ground.

The training of the Lipizzans takes place at the Spanish Riding School in Vienna, Austria, the oldest riding academy in the world. The building was completed in 1735, and Lipizzans have been trained there for more than 225 years.

The Lipizzans were chased all over Europe in wars in the 1800s and early 1900s, and during the Second World War, however, both the Lipizzans and the Spanish Riding School were in great danger.

In 1942, the Lipizzans in Austria had to be moved to Czechoslovakia, where the unsuitable breeding conditions threatened their survival. And in 1945, the school itself faced destruction from air raids and ground fighting.

But General George Patton, commander of the victorious American forces, protected the Lipizzans and the school from harm, and he had the Lipizzans brought back home from Czechoslovakia under military escort. In their performances more than 20 years later, the Americans still make special mention of that dramatic rescue.
In these cartoons drawn five years ago, Brunswick Brandon Jr. made the then-surprising observation that white people in the North aren't much different from white people in the South—they only sound different. Few would question this observation today.

Reprinted by permission from Freedomways, A Quarterly Review of the Freedom Movement, published at 199 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Jury Exclusion Charge Upheld

By MICHAEL L. LEITMANN

The judge ruled that the defendant had a constitutional right to an impartial jury.

Although there was no direct evidence of bias, the judge ruled that the defendant's right to an impartial jury was not violated.

The judge noted that the defendant was a public figure and that the potential for bias was heightened.

The judge ruled that the defendant had a constitutional right to an impartial jury.

The defendant was found not guilty by reason of insanity.

The case is now pending in the appellate court.

The defendant's attorneys have filed an appeal.

The defendant is awaiting trial on other charges.

The defendant is currently serving a sentence of life in prison.
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Birmingham Flunks Test

BY MICHAEL S. LOTTMAN

The USFL’s Birmingham Stallions failed a test of their own this week by losing a low-scoring game and attracting a not-so-low-scoring attendance.

It pays after a while, that being extra points suffere during the three-hour football league contest, played at Legion Field. It was boom as a flushed another test.

Brotherhood is the Alabama Council law-and-order lotty.
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FOR A BETTER TOMORROW

In Alabama, too, many women are forced to bear discrimination, separation, and poverty. The Alabama Radio League, through the News and the group Double Cube, which has been an advertiser at WESP for several months, is working hard to bring women into the labor market.

The group pictured here includes the Owls Training School and Lutheran Home for Women.
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The American Football League test, played at Birmingham’s Legion Field, failed to attract a large crowd of fans.

The fans suffere during the three-hour football league contest, played at Legion Field. It was boom as a flushed another test.
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